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C is a strong spiral spring, which carries the
To all, Luhon, it naily CO7 cert,
Beit known that I, WILLIAMH. GILLETTE, handle to the position shown in Fig. 1 imme
of Hartford, Connecticut, have invented a new diately after an impression has been made, and
and useful Time-Stamp, of which the following which holds the handle in that position at all
description and claims constitute the specifi times, except at the instant when the user de
cation, and which is illustrated by the accom presses that handle to stamp papers.
panying drawings.
w
D is a projection of the handle B, the func
This apparatus is such a time - stamp as tion of which is to depress the printing-pieces
stamps upon the upper side of papers Arabic in the cylinders E and F.
or other characters approximately represent E is the outer cylinder, revolving upon and

ing the time of day at which the papers
stamped by it were respectively SO stamped,
and as automatically changes those characters
at stated intervals, so as to make them approxi
15 mately correspond with exact current time.
Figure 1 in the drawings represents the in
terior of the apparatus, showing certain gears,
shafts, and wheels in side view, and showing
the residue of the apparatus in central verti
cal section. Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the
cylinder F, drawn on a scale suitable for a Work
ing-instrument and twice as large as the scale
upon which Fig. 1 is drawn. Fig. 3 is a plan
view of the bottom of the cylinder F within the
25 cylinder E, both cylinders being fitted with
their respective reciprocating printing-pieces,
and drawn on the same scale as Fig. 2. Fig.
4 is a plan view of the top of the cylinder E,
drawn on the same Scale as Fig. 1, and show.
ing the tops of the printing-pieces of the outer
cylinder, and also showing parts of the tops
of the printing-pieces of the inner cylinder.

Fig. 5 is a plan view of the top of the wheel
IK, and a like view of the bottom of the wheel
35 Nas the latter wheel, if transparent, would ap
pear to an eye looking from above, and disre.
garding whatever is on the upper surface of
that wheel. Fig. 6 is a view of the upper sur
face of the wheel N and a horizontal section
of the wheel R, that section being on the line
aga of Fig. 1. Fig. 7 is a horizontal section
of the reciprocating handle B On the line 2 &
of Fig.1 and on the same scale as Fig. 2. Fig.
8 represents a mechanical movement which
45 may be substituted for that represented by
Fig. 5. It is an old movement, capable of per
forming the same function as that of Fig. 5,
and, being well known to constructers of fine
machinery, need not be particularly described.
SO A is the casing of the apparatus.
Bis the reciprocating handle, which the user

around the inner cylinder, F, and revolving
on a running fit on the shaft G.
Fis the inner cylinder, keyed to the shaft G.
His a gear revolving on a running fit on the
shaft G, and rigidly attached to the top of the
upper annular part of the cylinder E.
I is a gear having half as many spurs as H,
and meshing with it, and keyed to the shaft J.
K is a wheel keyed to the shaftJ, and hav
ing upon its periphery a series of six horizon
tall studs, one of which is marked L, and hav
ing upon the border of its upper surface a se

ries of six vertical studs, one of which is 75
marked M. The individuals of each of these
series of studs are equidistant from each other,
and the radial line which connects each indi
vidual of each Series with the center of the
sheet is half-way between the two radial lines
which connect two adjacent individuals of the
other series with the Same center.
N is a wheel keyed to shaft G, and having
upon the border of its offset-surface a series
of six vertical studs, one of which is marked S5
O. All these studs are equidistant from each
other, and are equidistant from the center of
the wheel. The wheel N also has upon the

border of its lower surface one vertical stud,
P, which is fifteen degrees in advance of the 90
radial line which connects one of the studs O
to the center of the wheel, and which is such
a distance from that center that it will never
quite touch the nearest part of the periphery
of the wheel K.
95
Q is a recess in the lower half of the pe
riphery of the wheel N, fifteen degrees in the
rear of the radial line which connects the stud
P to the center of that wheel. That recess
should be about tWO and one-half times far
ther from the center of the wheel N than the
studs M are from the center of the wheel K.

R is wheel keyed to the end of the shaft S,

depresses when he desires to stamp a paper. and having a discontinuous flange extending
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downward from the bolder of its lower Sur of the studs L and the recess Q is carricd.
face. The openings which interrupt the coln nearly opposite one of the studs M. The

tinuity of that ?lange are four in number, and
are equidistant from each other, and are wide
enough to allow either of the studs O to pass
through them. The wheel N, with the studs
O, in combination with the wheel R and its
discontinuous flange, constitute the escape

O

ment. The wheel N, with the stud P and the
l'ecess Q, in combination with the wheel IX
and its studs 1 and Y, constitute the intermit
tent lock-anotion.
T is a spring which encircles the shaft G,
and is so attached to it, as to cause it to tend
to revolve in the direction indicated by the

arrow adjacent to the wineel N in Fig. 6. The
(letails of its attachment and the devices for
Winding it up are not shown in the drawings,
because those details and those (levices are well
lknown to all persons skilled in horology.
Ulepresents one of a series of twelve print
ing-pieces in the cylinder E, and W represents
one of a series of twelve printing -pieces in
the cylinder F. Each of the twenty-four is
encircled by a spiral spiring, which raises it to
the position shown in Fig. i. immediately after
the projection D has depressed it and been
raised again. Each of these pieces recipro
cates
in a boxing in the lower wall of the cyl
3.O inder in which it is placed. All revolve with
their respective cylindel's; but neither of them
I'evolves in its cylinder. On the lower end of
the various printing-pieces the various char
acter's shown in Fig. 3 appear in relief and
reversed in position as printers types are.
The mode of operation of this apparatus now
becomes the subject of explanation and re
view. The shaft S being so connected to a
propel chronometer that the wheel R will coln
tinuously levolve once every forty minutes
in the direction indicated by the shorter al
row in Fig. 6, it is apparent that the stud O'
will soon escape through the opening R', and
that thereupon the wheel N will revolve until
45 the stud O' strikes the inner side of the flange

about half-way between the openings R* and
R".

55

Five minutes latea the stud O' Will es

cape through the opening R, and the wheel
N will thereupon revolve until the stud O'
strikes the outer side of the flange about half.
way between the openings R and R". Five
minutes later still the stud O' will escape
thl'ough the Opening R', and thereupon the
wheel N will 'evolve until the stud O' strikes
the inner side of the flange about half-way be
tween the openings R and R”. Thus the wheel
N will continue to revolve intermittently one

twelfth of its circumference every five min

utes, and its whole circumference every hour.
These intermittent motions are shared by the
shaft G and the cylinder F. Every twelfth
lmotion of the Wheel N is also communicated

twelfth motion causes the stud IP to approach
that stud L, and the recess Q to come oppo
site that stud M, and thereupon, by pushing

the stud Pagainst that stud L, causes the wheel
K to revolve enough to force that studi Minto
that recess, and thereupon carries that stud
in that recess until the orbits of their l'evolu
tion separate, and thereupon ejects that stud
from that recess, and thereupon carries that
recess a little beyond that stud. This twelfth
motion finds two of the studs Milocked against
the periphery of the wheel N slightly in ad
vance of the recess Q, and it leaves two of the
studs MI likewise locked slightly in the real' of
that recess. The wheel X is therefore locked
from revolving at all times save at the instant
when the twelfth intermittent revolution of
the wheel N is occurring, and at such time it
is made to revolve precisely one-sixth of its
circumference. On the recurring of the twelfth
succeeding movement of the wheel N, the stud 90
P and the recess Q will operate as before, and
will cause the wheel K to revolve one-sixth of
its circumference. That motion, happening
once each hour, is shared by the shaft, J and
the gear I, and through the gear H it is coul 95
municated to the cylindel E. Inasmuch, how
ever, as the gear His twice as large in circum
ference as the gear I, the motion of the wheel
K will cause the cylinder E to revolve only
one-twelfth of its circumference.
CO
The foregoing explanation shows that the
cylinder F revolves one-twelfth of its circum
ference at the end of every five inillutes, and,
coincident with every twelfth of those move
ments, that the cylinder lE revolves in the
same direction one-twelfth of its circumfer
ence, and that both cylinders are held rigidly
in place at all other times. Now, suppose the
apparatus is started at 7.30 on any morning,
with the cylinders is such positions that the IIC)
printing-pieces which have “A. M. 7 and
“30 in relief on their respective lower ends
are directly under the projection D. Then, if
the handle B is depressed, the plojection ID
will pass down into those niches in the cylin I I5
ders in which those printing-pieces are located,
and will press those printing-pieces upon any
paper that rests upon the platen beneatl
them. The lower end of the landle B, lav
ing any desired character's tupon its surface, 2C)
will also, by the same motion, be pressed upon
the same paper. At 7.35 the cylinder l will
revolve one-twelfth of its circumference, and
in so doing will bring the printing-piece
which has the figures “35 on its lower end
under the projection D. That cylinder will
thus continue to change its position at the end
of every five minutes throughout the clay.
Whenever it changes from “55 to “00, the
cylinder E will revolve one-twelfth of its cir
cumference, and thus bring the printing-piece
which prints the next later hour under the
projection D. Should the user of the stamp

to the Wheel K, and causes the latter to re
Wolve one - sixth of its circumference. The
65 mode of that operation is as follows: At the
end of the eleventh motion of the wheel N the
Stud P is carried nearly into contact with one happen to depress the handle Bat any instant
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whereon the cylinder F is revolving, the pro
jection D Willindeed enter the adjacent niche
in the cylinder E, but it will strike upon the
top of one of the flying buttresses of the cyl
inder F, and not upon either of the printing
pieces. To this end the normal plane of the
top surfaces of all the printing-piecesis slightly
below the plane of the top of the cylinder F.
The user Will, in such a contingency, feel or see
IO that he has not depressed the handle to its
full extent of range, and will know the cause
of limitation. As soon, however, as he can
raise and depress the handle again the cylin
der F will have completed its motion, and
thus have enabled the projection D to now de
Scend to its full extent and to do its work.

- So, also, if the user happens to depress the han
dle at the instant the outer as well as the in
ner cylinder is revolving, then the projection
D Will strike upon the top of one of the flying
buttresses of the outer cylinder, and will not
Strike upon any printing-piece. In that event,
also, the movements of the cylinders will be
completed as soon as the user can raise and
25 again depress the handle. If either or both
of the cylinders attempt to revolve when the
projection D is Within the niches, no such revo
lution can take place till that projection is
Withdrawn. As soon, however, as it is with
drawn the delayed movement will occur, un
less the delay is long enough to carry that
opening in the flange of the wheel R through
Which one of the studs O ought to escape be
yond that stud. The openings in the flange
35 may be made wide enough to allow a delay of
at least a minute, and no longer delay is ever
necessary.
It is apparent from the foregoing that if the
lower end of the handle B is provided with
Suitable fixed type, representing the year,
month, and day of the month, or other matter,
the stamp will print that matter, followed by
the approximate time of day as often as it is
used at or after seven a. m. and before seven p.
45

m. on any day. If it is desired to use the stamp
at or after seven p.m., and before seven a.m.,
as Well as at other times, some modification
Will be required in the construction of the ap
paratus. That modification may consistin re
moving the letters “A. M. and “P. M.’’
from the printing-pieces and by inserting those
letters in the bottom of the handle B. If so
inserted, some one of several known methods
will need to be adopted for changing “A.M.'

55 to “P.M. at noon and “P. M. to “A.M.

at midnight. So, also, the apparatus may be

so made that the Outer cylinder shall carry
twenty-four printing-pieces instead of twelve,
and shall revolve one twenty-fourth of its cir
cumference each hour. If that is done, those

pieces may include one series of twelve, which
have the letter A.’’ or the letters ''A. M.’’

under the figures representing the hours, and
one series of twelve which have the letter “P.’’
or the letters “P. M.’ in a similar position. 6
If the letters “A.” and “P.’ only are placed
on those printing-pieces, then the letter “M.’
should be placed under the figures on each of
the printing-pieces of the inner cylinder. A
third modification may consist in placing a
third cylinder within the cylinder F, and in
placing in that third cylinder one printing
piece having the letters' A. M.’’ and another
having the letters “P.M. in relief on its print
ing end. That cylinder would require to be 75
intermittently revolved half its circumference
every twelve hours, and that movement could
be accomplished by connecting that, third cyl
inder with the shaft J in the same mode in
which that shaft receives its intermittent mo
tion from the shaft G.

I claim as my invention
1. An escapement consisting of the wheel
N, provided with the series of studs O, and
the wheel R, provided with its discontinuous
flange, the two wheels operating together sub
stantially as described.
2. An intermittent lock-motion consisting
of the wheel N, provided with the stud Pand
the recess Q, and the wheel K, provided with 90
the series of studs L and provided with these
ries of studs M.
3. The combination of the cylinder F, the
wheel N, the wheel R, and the spring T, so ar
ranged as that a continuous revolution of the 95
wheel R will so control the action of the spring
T as that the wheel N and the cylinder F will
receive a quick intermittent motion at regul
lar intervals of time.

4. The combination of the cylinder F, the IOC
I and H, and the spring T, so arranged that
the wheel R will so control the action of the
spring T that the wheel N and the cylinder F
will receive a quickintermittent motion at reg IC5
ular intervals of time, and that the wheel K.
and the cylinder E will receive a quick inter
mittent motion at other intervals of time.
WILLIAM. H. GILLETTE.
.
Witnesses:

cylinder E, the wheels N, R, and K, the gears

ALBERT H. WALKER,
MORGAN W. BEACH.
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It is hereby certified that in Letters Patent No. 300,966, granted June 24, 1884, upon
the application of William H. Gillette, of Hartford, Connecticut, for an improvement

in “Time-Stamps,” errors appear in the printed specification requiring correction, as
follows: In line 80, page 1, the word “sheet” should read wheel; in line 84, same page,
the word “offset” should read upper; and in line 43, page 2, the reference letter “R”

should read R; and that the Letters Patent should be read with these corrections
therein to make it conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office.

Signed, countersigned, and sealed this 22d day of July, A. D. 1884.
Sl:AL.

Countersigned:
BENJ. BUTTERWORTH, .
Commissioner of Patents.

M. L. JOSLYN,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.
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